TEACHING AND LEARNING PORTFOLIO MEETING SUMMARY
June 30, 2020, 10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Online meeting

Committee members in attendance (10 of 15): Martha Bradley Evans, Kirsten Butcher, Wendy Hobson-Rohrer, Harish Maringanti, Chong Oh, Ryan Steele, Jeanine Stefanucci, Cory Stokes, Jon Thomas, Patrick Tripeny.

Others in attendance: Candace Chow, Mike Ekstrom, Aimee Ellett, Cindy Hanson, James Harris, Caprice Post, Kerri Shaffer, Cassandra Van Buren.

Committee members not in attendance (5 of 15): AnnaMarie Barnes, Randy Dryer, Steve Hess, Peter Jensen, Brandon Patterson.

Summary

1. Introduction of new committee co-chair: Wendy Hobson-Rohrer

Martha Bradley Evans introduced the new TLP Committee co-chair: Wendy Hobson-Rohrer, Associate Vice President of Health Sciences Education.

2. School of Medicine Coursera experience

Kerri Shaffer and Candace Chow reviewed the use of Coursera in some School of Medicine classes. Information item.

3. Microsoft Teams classrooms

Mike Ekstrom, Caprice Post, and Jon Thomas discussed the possibility of turning on the Microsoft Teams Classrooms functionality. Decision item. The decision was tabled until more information can be provided.

4. Canvas admins community of practice

James Harris reviewed the work necessary to set up a community of practice for Canvas admins. Decision item. The portfolio decided to approve Harris moving forward.